
MOTIVATION

"I do much better in classes where I'm
motivated."

- student, overheard on the Quarter Mile

"My students are so passive - they're just not
motivated!"

- professor, overheard in Java Wallys

"I can do the work, and I'm not lazy - I've just
lost my motivation!"

- student, on phone to parents

"You can lead a horse to water, but you can't
make him drink. However, you CAN make
himthirsty!"

- old proverb, updated

If one of the most rewarding aspects of teaching is seeing students flourish in your classroom, then one of the most
challenging aspects of teaching is trying to reach the students who appear to be unmotivated. Alas, motivation -
thatelusive,pivotal,unstabledesireto learn,grow,andachieve- can't be taught. Yet, true learning inherently
requires the learner's motivation, whether it be positive (reaching a goal one has set for oneself) or negative
(avoiding the negative consequences of not reaching the goal).

In this edition of LDC Lately.., we explore factors that contribute to motivation, and we look at how motivation
functions in the life of an RIT student. Drawing on the principles of current motivational theory, we have compiled
a list of practical strategies for you to use with your students. Finally, we suggest further reading in a review of a
new book that updates Bloom's Taxonomy by incorporating motivation into the model oflearning.

As you experiment with ways to invigorate your students, be prepared for a commensurate impact on your own
attitude. Nothing is more motivating to a professor than interested and involved students!



Understanding Motivation by .JaneA. Munt

Theories of motivation have several common elements, most notably that motivation is
multidimensional. Motivation, as described by Biggs (1999), is a result of two major factors: the
value the learner places on the learning and the expectation the learner has about the possibility
for success. Marzano (2001) adds a third element, the student's experiences around learning.
Here we present four major theories which connect students' assumptions about themselves and
their experiences to their motivation (Swartz, n.d.).

Expectancytheory - "Thistask ispossiblefor me to accomplish,and it hasvalue."
Expectancy theory supports the definition of motivation offered by Biggs (1999) and Marzano
(2001), in that it is a function of both competence and relevance. This view is supported by the
research conducted by Marzano for Designing a New Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.
According to Marzano, the first endeavor of every learner should be to examine the Self-System.
The self-system contains several elements that are interrelated and lead to motivation for
completion of a task. The primary elements are the leamer's beliefs and goals around the task. If
a student believes that he is capable of completing the task, he is more likely to be motivated to
do so (Schunk, 1991). In addition, if a student believes that the task is important to complete,
there will be increased motivation to engage in the work necessary to do so. Ray, Garavalia, and
Murdock (2003) state that "task value refers to students' beliefs about the importance, interest,
and utility of the task or course content." Research on task value (Pintrich & Garcia, 1991, 1994)
indicates that the higher the level of value a task is given, the more likely students are to engage
in high-level thinking and complex learning strategies appropriate for completing the task.

Self-concepttheory - "I haveexperiencedsuccess,andI expectto succeedagain."
Self-concept theory supports the expectancy theory; however, it is expanded to include the degree
to which a student's self-concept has been crystallized (Rosenburg & Kaplan, 1982). In other
words, the experiences of a student as a learner may affect his motivation. If students have had
relatively few positive learning experiences, it may affect their view of themselves as learners.
On the other hand, if the student has had only a small number of "bad experiences" as a leamer,
it is likely that his views will be more optimistic. Self-concept theory also takes into account the
stability of that self-concept across disciplines and contents. Students may have strong
motivation to succeed in one content or discipline and very little motivation in another. The
developmental history of the students is an additional factor. Crystallized self-concepts around
learning may be more difficult to change than those that are more variant across disciplines and
contents or that have been infused with at least a few positive learning experiences.

Attribution theory - "My effort matters. "
Attribution theory assumes that the student's motivation is a function of conscious perceptions
about outcomes. A student may perceive that success is related to several factors: ability, luck or
effort expenditure (Schunk, 1991,2000). A good number of students attribute success to ability.
Unfortunately, this can result in poor motivation for additional effort (e.g.,"I'm good in math, so
I don't need to do the homework."). In addition, ability is generally viewed as stable by most
students; thus, they feel that ability levels are stable across contents, despite the varying demands
within a discipline (e.g., "I've always been a good writer, so I don't need to spend a lot of time
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on this technical report."). Generally, students who possess high ability in a particular skill area
may expend less effort in all work related to that skill. Additionally, many students attribute
success to luck (e.g.,"1happened to study the right material," or "I got the easy teacher."). These
students tend to have a pessimistic view of the amount of control they have over learning
outcomes.

Students who attribute success to effort expenditure generally are motivated to work hard in
order to succeed. According to Ray, Garavalia, and Murdock (2003), students who attribute
success to their effort have established learning goals and placed a high value on the tasks.
Establishing learning goals affects their learning behaviors, and valuing the learning increases the
intensity and persistence of those behaviors.

Self-efficacy - "I have the ability and drive to succeed. "

Self-efficacy theory purports that students' beliefs about their capabilities in relationship to the
academic demands placed on them have significant impact on motivation to complete the task
(Bandura, 1986, 1993, 1997). Students who possess a strong sense of self-efficacy believe that
they have the ability to meet those demands. In most cases, it is a combination of natural ability,
hard work, and persistence. In addition to these factors, the students' perceptions about their
ability to reflect upon and monitor their progress in meeting the demands of a task come into
play. Students who have strong metacognitive skills often have the most highly developed sense
of efficacy.

Can we really motivate our students? Probably not, but we can help students motivate
themselves. Try some of the suggestions on pages four and five.
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29 Practical Approaches to Fostering
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. Be passionate about your content area. Aprofessor'spassion, in additionto competency,will
naturallytriggerahighlevelof interest.

. Assume that each student in your class wants to learn, eventhe ones who look half asleep.

. Create a quick introductory activity (in classor on-line)to findoutwhatyour studentsare
bringingto thisclass. Askthemabouttheirpreviousexperiences,expectations,andgoals.

. Welcome late-comers. Studentswhoregisterlateormiss the firstclass are "outside"the group.
Bringthemintotheclasscommunitywithoutover-focusingon theirlateentry.

· Boost students' self-beliefbyhelpingthemrecognizeandusetheir strengths.

· Encourage students to expand their views of success. The top student in the class is not the
onlypersonwhocanhavea successfullearningexperience.*

· Model for students how you approach learning. Demonstratestrategiesand approachesthat
haveallowedyouto succeedwiththe coursematerial.

. Note progress and barriers, and discuss them in a problem-solving context byoffering
assistanceinfonningstudygroupsandfindingtutors.

. Capitalize on "teachable moments." Oftentheyoccuroutsidethe classroom.

. Model metacognition. Whenworkingthrougha practiceproblemonthe board,verbalizea
typicallearner'sinnerdialogueashe strugglesandperseveresthrougharoadblock.

. State the purpose for everything you ask your students to do. Don't assume they know why
they'redoingit.

· Usemetacognitive activities suchas self-evaluationsandrealisticgradeprojectionsthat help
studentsthinkabouttheirlearningprocess.

· Create ways your students can rehearse, practice, and obtain feedback on the material
before their performance is graded. New learningrequiresa greatdeal of energy.

· Be prepared for different rates oflearning. Use groupactivitiesto capitalizeon faster learners
teachingslowerones.

· Showstudents how to sort through complexmaterial bydistinguishingbetweentheoverall
conceptsandthe supportingdetails.
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Motivation in the Classroom by Belinda Bryce

· Recognize achievement in skill development, personal progress, and new understanding. *

· Assist the learning process by providing regular feedback for improvement. Frequent
quizzesgivestudentshelpfulinfonnationabouttheirprogress.

. Make homework count. Increasethevalueand incentiveforpracticeandpracticalapplicationby
gradinghomework.Collectitrandomlytomanageyourworkload.
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. Help students prepare for exams byprovidingsamplequestions,an outlineof whatwillbe
covered,orthe fonnat in whichtheywillbe tested.

. Commit to a system of feedback that can be delivered as early as week 3 of the quarter.
Be preparedforearlyalertsandrequestsformidquarterprogressinquiries.

. Guide students to learn from their mistakes. Returngradedexamsandassignmentspromptly.
Reviewtheir errors. Suggestadditionalresourcesto strengthenweakareas.

· Consider dropping the lowestexam when calculating fmal grades. The finalgradeshould
reflectlearningandgrowth,not simplya numericalrecordof gradedperfonnance.

· Reexamine howyou test learning. Overlycomplexexamsaredemotivatingto students.

· Provide multiple success experiences. Reward studentsthroughoutthe process insteadof
simplyevaluatingthefinalproduct.Scaffoldinstructionsothattasksgetincreasinglydifficult,
andchunktasks intomanageablepieces. *

· Focus students' attention on factors within their control, such as effort,strategies,and
accessingresources.*
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. Post your officehours on your officedoor. Be thereduringthe designatedtime.Ask
studentswithschedulingconflictstomakeanappointment.

. Facilitate each student's development of a personal arsenal or tool-box of strategies.

. Never discourage a student who is genuinely trying. Instead,comeup with an alternative,
butequallychallenging,assignmenttohelpbuildconfidence.Becomeaflexibleresource.

· Keep a list of helpful resources (on-campus,texts andarticles, internetsites) andrefer
studentstothemwhenexternalsupportis appropriate.

* Martin, AJ. (2003). Motivating students to learn. Presented at the Annual Association for Guidance
and Counseling Conference, Sydney Australia.
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Book Review LattyGoodwin

Designing a New Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. R.J. Marzano.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2001.

When Bloom's Taxonomy burst on the horizon in 1956, it was the educator's
answer to evaluation problems. As aframework, this taxonomy described six

general categories of information processing that covered the complex range of the learning
process. Educators found this a useful tool for ordering cognitive tasks into a hierarchy. From
this hierarchy of tasks, instructional objectives could be written and achievement could be
measured. Over the years, Bloom's Taxonomy has continued to be a resource for educators at all
levels and in all disciplines of study. (Please see LDC Lately..., Fall 2000, for a more thorough
discussion of this hierarchy.)

Just as the actor asks the director, "What's my motivation in this scene?", the student needs to
find his or her motivation for the learning of content material. Recognizing that cognition, the
effective processing of information, is not enough to accomplish true learning of information,
Robert Marzano (2001) took on the task of bringing Bloom's Taxonomy into the 2pt century.
His text, Designing a New Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, retains the cognitive processing
aspects of Bloom, but adds two critical pieces to the "new" taxonomy: self-system and
metacognition. For our purposes, the focus will be on the self-systempiece because it contains
that important driver: motivation.

Marzano focuses a great deal of attention on the self-system,which he describes as "a... network
of interrelated beliefs and goals...used to make judgments about the advisability of engaging in a
new task" (p. 10). The self-system determines the amount of motivation and energy brought to
any task. In order to evaluate the level of engagement in learning one is willing to make, three
questions must be asked and answered:

1. Is this information important to me?
2. Do I have the ability to succeed in learning this information?
3. Do I have a positive or negative emotional response to this information?

Answering these three questions with positive responses leads to high motivation to learn or
increase competence.

Case A: Jason is taking Calculus IIfor the second time in order to improve upon
the "D" he earned last quarter. They are currently studying workproblems.
Because he is an engineering student, he responds "yes" to question #1. Work
problems are important to him in this major because he will probably have to use
these concepts in related courses and in his eventual career. Jason is also likely
to respond "yes" to question #2. Even though he did not succeed last quarter in
Calculus IL he did learn about resources, such as the LDC Math Lab and study
groups. With this additional support, Jason believes he will be able to succeed.
Jason is ambivalent in his answer to question #3. Jason's struggle with Calculus
II has left him a bit bitter about this course, but he is optimistic that he can get
past that.

So, two "yes"s and a iimaybe"make Jason fairly well motivated to take the next steps toward
learning the material, namely metacognitive and cognitive processing of the content.
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Let's now imagine a different scenario:

Case B: Jason is in this coursefor the second time because he needs to increase
his GPA in order to be accepted as an internal transfer to photojournalism.
However, he has acquired no new learning strategies or resources. His responses
would probably be negative to all three questions, which indicates low motivation
and a slim likelihood that he will engage in the learning behaviors that are
necessary in order to master Calculus II

This example illustrates that negative responses to these questions indicate a low motivation for
learning this particular information and little prospect for success.

Without appropriate levels of motivation, learning is diminished and becomes little more than a
"brain dump" on tests, isolated bits and pieces of learning that will be forgotten as soon as the
grades are posted. With this knowledge, it behooves educators to overtly address the issue of
motivation with their students in each of their courses. (See suggestions in the centerfold of this
issue.) Therefore, consider this new way of looking at a taxonomy of educational objectives as a
tool that enhances what we value from Bloom's Taxonomy by including the importance of
always attending to the motivation that's not only behind the learning, but that must precede it.
And, if you're so motivated, Marzano welcomes your revisions and adaptations of this revised
way of looking at learning.

What's Motivation Got To Do With It? An RIT Stor !

We were curious about the role motivation has played in the life of one of our successful former
College Restoration Program students. Andrew Martinez, a software engineering student with SAT
scores well over 1200, started out strong his first year at RlT. However things began to crumble his
second year, resulting in low grades in calculus and physics, two probations, and finally suspension.
He lost motivation and felt terrible about himself. We interviewed Andrew recently to learn how he
got himself back on track. He told us about four motivating factors that moved him in the right
direction.

. Andrew remembers his former boss, who yearned to be head manager of the store and talked about
going back to school, but couldn't sustain the effort. Andrew's determination to avoid ending up
with a dead end job motivated him to go to college and stick it out, no matter what happened.

. Andrew admires Bill Gates because of his computer expertise, his business savvy, and his vision
that revolutionized the PC. Bill Gates was a role model for Andrew.

. Andrew likes the competitive atmosphere at RlT. It makes him work harder to be one step ahead of
his peers. He wants to demonstrate that he "knows his stuff." "What's the point if you're just at the
same level as everyone else?" he says.

. Andrew has dreaded mathematics since his high school math teacher laughed at him and his team
members in front of the entire class. This humiliating experience cast a shadow that followed
Andrew and contributed to his failures in calculus at RlT. The remedy? Through intensive skill
instruction and moral support in CRP, along with his own determination to succeed, Andrew
earned an A in the course.

Andrew's motivators were internal, external, positive, and negative, and they have served him well.
We are happy to report that Andrew is once again a successful (and highly motivated) student in
Software Engineering.
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LDC Profile...

Joe Williams is the newest addition to the LDC. "Joe Bones," as he is
known around campus, is easily recognizable by his tall stature, his BIG
smile and his friendly personality. His new position is as a counselor in
the Higher Education Opportunity Program, where he works directly with
more than 50 HEOP students. He joins HEOP after being an Instructor in
the First Year Enrichment program for a year and a half. Joe has a
profound passion for RIT and its students - and he is a graduate of the RIT Criminal Justice
Program! While a student here, Joe was a member of both the basketball and track teams. After
graduating from RIT, Joe spent ten years as a policy analyst with the New York State Legislature.
Joe is excited to be a new member on two different committees here at RIT, The Commission for
Promoting Pluralism and our own LDC Advisory Board Committee. He lives in Rochester with
his wife Laverne and his five year old son Jordan. Aside from eating, Joe states that his favorite
hobby is playing with his new home theatre!

LDC's Vision Statement

The Learning Development Center will be leaders in maximizing students' potential for
academic success, and will be partners in creating a campus environment conducive to the

intellectual and personal growth of all RIT students.


